
COMP 6752 Final Exam

The questions of this exam are worth 112 points. 100 points isfull credit; 12 are bonus points. (If
you end up with more than 100 points, this will offset failed homework.) I aimed for making 1 point
a minute of work if you master the material. If I ask you to do something, you may always answer by
showing that it is impossible. You may consult 4 A4 pages of notes (only).

1. (30pt) A 1-bitbuffer Bij can either read on porti a data valued ∈ D (from a finite data setD)
or write on portj the data valued previously read. This buffer holds only one value, and cannot
read anything when it is full.

A 2-bit FIFO queueQik can either read on porti a data valued ∈ D or write on portk a data
valued previously read. If can hold two pieces of data, and cannot read when full. The data
value that came in first should come out first.

(a) Give a formal specification ofQik in a process algebraic language of your choice.

(b) Formalise an “implementation” ofQik obtained by putting two 1-bit buffersBij andBjk

in parallel and using the output of the first as input of the second.

(c) Your implementation should be equivalent to your specification up to a suitable seman-
tic equivalence. Choose such an equivalence, aiming for a finer equivalence to obtain a
stronger result, and briefly explain why your choice is correct. (I’m not asking for a formal
proof of the equivalence between specification and implementation.)

(d) Draw a Petri net of your implementation ofQik for the special case that|D| = 1 (so that
the only data value can be represented by a token).

(e) Provide an LTL formula saying that any data value that is read will eventually be written.

(f) Does this formula hold for your implementation? Or: whatis the weakest fairness as-
sumption you need to make for this property to hold?

A 2-bit bagMij can also hold two pieces of data, and cannot read when full. However, the data
read could come out in any order.

(g) Formalise an “implementation” ofMik obtained by putting two 1-bit buffers in parallel.

(h) Does the LTL formula from (e) hold for your implementation? Or: what is the weakest
fairness assumption you need to make for this property to hold?

(i) Provide an HML formula that holds forQik but not forMik (or, as usual, argue why such
a formula cannot exist).

(j) Same, without using[a]φ, disjunction or negation.

2. (15pt) Thepriority operatorθa<b always gives priority of the specific actionb over the specific
actiona. It does so by deleting alla-transitions from a state that has an outgoingb-transition.
So,

θa<b(a(a + b(a + c(ba+ a)))) = ab(a + cba).

(a) (5pt) Give a structural operational semantics of this operator.

(b) (2.5pt) Is (strong) partial trace equivalence a congruence forθa<b?

(c) (2.5pt) Is completed trace equivalence a congruence forθa<b?

(d) (2.5pt) Is ready simulation equivalence a congruence for θa<b?

(e) (2.5pt) Is bisimilarity a congruence forθa<b?

In all cases support your verdict with a counterexample or a convincing argument.
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3. (7pt) Consider a new modality to be added to CTL:E2Xφ; it holds in a states if this state has
at least two distinct successor states in which the formulaφ is valid. Can this new modality be
expression in the traditional CTL? Show how, or why not.

4. (40pt) Consider the CCS expressionP = ((b.c.d)|(c+ τ.d))\c (eliding trailing0s).

(a) (6pt) Draw a process graph representing this process.

(b) (6pt) Draw a Petri net representing this process.

(c) (5pt) Derive theτ -transition ofP that results from synchronisingc andc formally from
the rules of the structural operational semantics of CCS.

(d) (2pt) What are the weak completed traces ofP?

(e) (3pt) What are the strong partially-ordered completed traces ofP?

(f) (3pt) Present an event structure representing this process.

(g) (3pt) Give an ACP expression (with only one occurrence of+) denoting the same process.
(With “same” process I mean it should be strongly bisimilar and have the same strong
partially-ordered completed traces.)

(h) (3pt) Give a CSP expression (with only one occurrence of⊓ or 2) denoting the same
process.

(i) (4pt) What is the minimal number of states of a process that is branching bisimilar toP?
Give the CCS representation of such a processesQ.

(j) (2pt) AreP andQ weak partial-order partial trace equivalent?

(k) (3pt) Can you find an action refinement (that for a given action a replaces all occurrences
of a by the same more complicated process) such that when applying this refinement on
the Petri net (or event structure) representations ofP andQ, the resulting processes are
no longer branching bisimilar? Explain briefly.

5. (20pt) Consider the process graphG below. Unlabelled edges areτs.

c c b

b

c

(a) (8pt) Give a consistent colouring ofG; two nodes should have the same colour iff and only
if they are branching bisimilar. Or depict the resulting partition in some other way.Use
the copy on the provided sheet. The best way to accomplish this is by applying the partition
refinement algorithm for branching bisimilarity. If your final answer is not perfect I look
at the steps of your algorithm for partial credit.

(b) (3pt) Draw a minimal process graph that is branching bisimilar withG.

(c) (3pt) Draw a minimal process graph that is rooted branching bisimilar withG.

(d) (3pt) Draw a minimal process graph that is weak bisimilarwith G.

(e) (3pt) Draw a minimal process graph that is rooted weak branching bisimilar withG.
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